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ABSTRACT
Alison C. Barnes
MOTIVATING KINDERGARTENERS TO WRITE IN A HALF-DAY SETTING
2008/2009
Dr. Robin Haskell McBee
Masters of Science in Teaching
This research spawned from the observation of two half-day classes of kindergarten
students at an elementary school in southern New Jersey. Being urged to write not only
their first and last names but also letters, words, and even beginning sentences by the end
of the year is a major requirement for New Jersey kindergartens in the year 2009.
Noticing a lot of apprehension from the students when they were asked to write and use
inventive spelling, methods were brainstormed of ways to encourage self-efficacy and
motivation. It was decided to utilize an informal writing activity where the students
would use their own drawings as inspiration to write. The students were observed;
writing samples were collected; an interview was conducted, and detailed field notes
were kept. Findings showed that allowing students to draw what they wanted and
describe it with kid-writing alleviated some writing frustrations.
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CHAPTER I
Introduction
Statement of the Problem
While student teaching three days a week in the fall, several students exhibited
writing apprehension. They became very hesitant, withdrawn, and nervous when they
were asked to spell a word on their own as opposed to the teacher spelling or writing the
words on the board for copy.
This behavior was observable when the atmosphere was relaxed such as when the
students were sitting at their tables and the entire group was asked to write something.
This behavior was also noticed when the students were in a more formal setting and
dividers or offices were up between each student while they were asked to write
something. Further, two students in particular intensely displayed these characteristics.
The writing curriculum was a result of the increasingly scholarly regime of
kindergarten that is occurring today. This was something that stood out while conducting
student teaching in the fall and continued into the spring. Kindergarten has for years left
the idea of play time behind and is now steering the teachers towards teaching curriculum
that was often found in first grades decades earlier (Jacobson, 2008, p. 14).
The students are required to learn how to say and write all twenty-six letters of the
alphabet, in both uppercase and lowercase forms. The students are required to learn how
to read and write twenty-two Popcorn Words or popular sight-words (PSW). They are

asked to think critically about story comprehension, to begin to read, understand
punctuation, write their first and last names, and begin to write full sentences.
According to the New Jersey Core Curriculum Standards (2004), these are just the
beginning requirements for language arts literacy. In addition the students have
mathematics, science, visual and performing arts, social studies, and health and physical
education standards to complete.
Besides coming to school with other students they do not know, the students are
asked to "kid-write" or write using inventive spelling to form written words they might
have never seen or heard before. It can be a very daunting experience, especially in the
first few months of school.
However, upon returning to the school after the winter break, at the end of
January, this apprehension with regard to formal and informal writing was still evident
amongst several students including those two mentioned earlier. Although a majority of
the students did appear to write more than in the fall, several students still remained
withdrawn when asked to write new words and spell on their own.
From late October to May, all of the students were asked to form written words
utilizing the sounds they heard. If they only heard two sounds in the word "people" for
example, then they only wrote those two letters that corresponded to the sounds they
heard. This technique was explained to the students in the fall.
The purpose of this technique was to encourage the students to write down and
document the existence of sounds they heard. This method also showed the teacher how
the students were beginning to grab hold of a word and record it. Yet several of the
students were not enthusiastic about this method. Of these several, many expressed
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verbally the desire to make sure the words were spelled right (the dictionary correct
spelling) and often would ask for help as soon as they came to something they were
unsure of how to begin. For the two students on whom I focused this study, one would
verbally express her desire for the correct spelling, and one would not say a thing. From
this, I developed the desire to have the entire class, and especially those two students, see
how important and special their writing was at this stage in their education and to build
confidence while exploring it.
So the study was designed to use art to motivate students to write without the
assistance of an adult and to have the students' use inventive spelling only with the
assistance of an alphabet chart and knowledge of word-stretching, a technique that was
taught in the beginning of the school year. The students drew their own artwork and used
that as inspiration to create written words to talk about that artwork. This was intended to
serve as an agent that would get the more apprehensive students to break free from their
fear of spelling things incorrectly and to create a sense of self-efficacy that would lead to
less apprehension in future writing tasks.
The study's two central questions were as follows:
What is the effect of allowing kindergarten students the chance to create a
drawing of their choice and then asking them to describe it using written words?
What effect does art-inspired writing have on kindergartners' previously exhibited
apprehension regarding kid-writing familiar and unfamiliar words independently?
This study's significance lies in its potential to show positive growth in the
students' ability to attempt inventive spelling and the written word without showing as

much apprehension and frustration after only four trials. This method could be utilized in
classrooms throughout the country as a positive way to encourage writing.
Kindergartens are becoming more academic with standards and tests and with less
and less play-time; thus creative ways of teaching need to be explored. Not all learners
are ready for what may be handed to them; not all learners can learn by one method. Even
if this method does not motivate all students to attempt inventive spelling and
independent writing, as one of many possible motivating factors, it can be used to aid
some learners.
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to motivate kindergarten students in a half day
classroom to attempt to kid write more words independently as the informal writing
activity progressed. The purpose was to compare the fourth and final activity to the first
to document an increase (or decrease) in the number of words written for each student.
Assumptions and Limitations
This research, as any, has the potential for bias. One potential could be the
selection of incorporating drawing as the means for inspiration. Drawing and art are this
researcher's personal interest and perhaps what sparked the decision to head in this
direction. However, with further research in the literature and experience working with
these classes of 5 and 6 year olds, it was realized that drawing was also something
comfortable to them and a natural progression to writing (Miller, 2002, p.78). A teacher
who has no desire to incorporate such projects may find this research burdensome, and/or
the results may differ. Further, a 5 or 6 year old student may have no interest in drawing
and find the activity uninspirational.

Another potential bias may be the recorded field notes. Although trying to remain
as neutral as possible in recording the actual field notes, things were only documented
that were heard, seen, or experienced. The same stands true for the notes and
observations collected from discussions with the cooperating teacher. The cooperating
teacher's opinions undoubtedly may have found their way into the discussion and
interview on her experiences with writing in the kindergarten grade level and methods
used to build up to their passage to first grade.
This study was conducted in two half-day classes. A full-day kindergarten
program may see different results. Due to the half-day status, time is an extremely
limiting factor. The curriculum needs to be covered in a compressed amount of time, and
there is not much room to stretch out this activity, which was constructed to fit a 10 to 15
minute timeframe.
Another limitation may have been the lack of permission slips returned. A total of
ten permission slips (7 in the A.M. class and 3 in the P.M. class) were not turned in.
Those ten students could have experienced significant changes in their literacy
experiences and/or influenced this study.
Another limitation was the absence of two students, one from the A.M. class and
one from the P.M. class. Due to their absences from one of the four writing activities,
their data was considered incomplete and therefore not valid, so they were not included in
this study, thus further influencing the results.
Definitions
As was stated earlier, there will always be variables. This is something Geoffrey
E. Mills (2007), touches on in one of his attempts to define action research, "Action

researchers acknowledge and embrace these complications rather than try to control
them" (p. 3). He goes on to state that, "[action researchers] are committed to taking action
and affecting positive educational change," (p.3). It was my desire to take this study to
that level.
As an action researcher, this study was created so that it could be shared. In going
with that, I offer the following clarification of terms with hopes that they may be
universally understood.
Writing activity.

This study allocated a time period of 10 to 15 minutes,

usually at the beginning of the half school day, where the students were allowed to use
whatever writing utensils they had present, such as crayons or pencils. In addition, this
time period may have fluctuated according to the day's schedule. For this activity, the
students were in their assigned seats usually unpacking their belongings while graded
work and notes home were distributed. Finally, for this writing activity students were
allowed to use an alphabet chart.
Alphabet chart.

This is a small laminated sheet of paper with all 26 letters

of the alphabet in both uppercase and lowercase form in Zaner-Bloser style. Numbers 1
through 10 are also present. A larger version of this is also present on the wall in the
classroom. Each student had one of these in his or her crayon box, and extras were made
if needed.
Detail.

Instructions on drawing included using detail. This included the

eyes, nose, and mouth on a face, hair on a head, ears, limbs, fingers, clothing, and even
jewelry. Detail might be the leaves on a tree, petals on a flower, or the introduction of

other characters in the picture. Detail could also have been the incorporation of four or
more colors in one illustration or on one side of the paper.
Background.

Instructions on drawing also included using background.

This was what was behind the characters: the sky, the grass, clouds, a sun, and/or objects
in the distance. Background could also have meant coloring a solid color, covering an
entire side of the paper, or utilizing several colors to color the entire side of a paper.
Description.

Writing instruction included using description. This meant

using words that could tell the viewer what was going on in the picture. Description could
also have meant telling the viewer in detail what something looked like or smelled like.
The Letter People.

According to Abrams Learning Trends (2009), this

curriculum was developed to teach letters and their sounds to kindergarten students. This
method was utilized in this classroom and was how the students were taught letter-sound
connection.
Word stretching.

This was the technique used to help students sound out a

word they were going to spell. The students learned this method first with their
cooperating teacher. Angela Rickford (2005) noted in her article a similar technique of
word stretching performed in this classroom where students would hold up a fist and
begin to slowly sound out a word (p. 1 1 7). For every new sound they heard they would
put up a finger. After completely sounding out the word the student would look to see
how many fingers he or she held up. Students would count that number, and that would
represent how many sounds or letters they heard and indicate how many letters they
should have written down during their inventive spelling.

Inventive spelling.

According to an article by Invernizzi, Abouzeid, and

Gill (1994), the authors state that inventive spelling involves mouthing sounds to arrive at
letter choices (p. 159). This was the next step in the word stretching technique. Using the
word stretch method and sounding out the word to themselves, the students would decide
what letter that sound went with and write it down. They would do this until they felt they
wrote down all the sounds they heard in this word. If they had trouble deciding on what
letter fit with that sound, they could utilize their alphabet charts as visual reminders of
what all 26 letters looked like.
Kid-writing.

This term is often seen in this study and it is the actual

process of the student's writing utilizing inventive spelling or as Angela Behymer (2003)
puts it in her article on kindergarten writing, "guided phonics-based spelling" (p.85).
Motivate.

As is seen in the article by Paul Pintrich (2003), the author

speaks of motivation as movement and brings up the question as to how to get individuals
to move towards a task. In this study motivate is meant as a means of using positive
encouragement and/or inspiration to inspire, encourage, and move these students to write.
Self-efficacy.

In this study this term refers to the student showing pride in

what has been written. Self-efficacy in this study was observed as students demonstrating
their self-pride with (a) physical features such as a smile, (b) an emotion such as laughter
and giggling, or (c) talking in a positive manner such as sharing what they wrote or drew
with a classmate, the researcher, or an aide in the room.

CHAPTER II
Literature Review
Before embarking on this study, it was important to research the current writing
processes that were being utilized in early childhood classrooms. It was also of interest to
research different motivational ideas and activities that had proved to make an impact on
students.
Behymer (2003) discusses the importance of involving a writing workshop within
a kindergarten classroom to foster what the author coins as "supported writing" which
will later lead to independent writing (p.85). "Supported writing" is where the students
write with support from the teacher. Some techniques may be word-stretching, kidwriting, and "adult underwriting" (p.85). The cooperating teacher practiced these
techniques. She utilized music and hand gestures to sound out words or "stretch them."
This letter-sound correspondence is also known as "guided phonics-based spelling"
(p.85). Another teacher-supported step is where the teacher writes the correct spelling
underneath the word, also known as "adult underwriting" (Behymer, 2003, p.86).
Behymer clearly supports the usage of adult underwriting within a classroom
stating that it "praises [the child] for specific aspects of his or her kid writing" (p.86).
This author states that writing workshops contribute greatly to the student's ability to
independently write in a comfortable state as he or she grows.
The author also supports drawing as a "naturally enjoyable and relaxed part of
writing...also a very social time because the children engage in conversation about their
illustrations" (p. 87). This is a great way for students to gain confidence within
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themselves, to share what they have created, and to begin the fine motor skills of pencil
grasping and crayon control. The beginning fine motor skills of writing are exhibited
along with the beginnings of expressing thoughts through something documented on
paper.
Informal art experiences are also supported by Hanes and Weisman (2000), who
indicate that "art educators need to provide opportunities for students to process their
lived experiences with less emphasis on product" (p. 11). Wales (1996), describes
incorporating an "Artist of the Week" within his primary-grade art classroom (p. 61). His
method of displaying the artwork at the entrance of the school proved that the students
began to really value their art work. "Some, who were very shy as they compared their
work to their peers, seemed to become more sure of their abilities after becoming
'famous artists' for a week," (p. 61). This motivation to work and apparent increase in
self worth was also the case when drawing was incorporated in the writing workshop in
Behymer (2003).
One feature of my project was the notion of choice in selecting drawing topics.
King and Clare (1983) view this as an important aspect of student sense of control and
self-direction.
When given so much personal choice over their own learning, students
feel empowered as causal agents and consequently achieve more and
feel more positive about themselves and their learning contexts. Agency
may be a very powerful motivational force that educators can harness to
productive ends. (p. 192)
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Somehow the writing workshop in Behymer that incorporated the drawings, and the
"Artist of the Week" in Wales managed to create a sense of agency in the students.
Miller (2002) utilizes visuals when teaching students how to read in her first
grade classroom. She mentions the importance of having the students "close their eyes
and listen to the words as [she] reads," and indicating that "creating mental images
seemed to make the text come alive" (p. 78). Taking the students on a journey exploring
the words of a book in mental images first, and then moving to drawings and actual
picture images, has helped their writing become very descriptive.
There are other motivating factors that promote students' sense of agency and
success in the writing world. Gulino (2008) states that there are eight important areas that
contribute to a student's success in kindergarten, and several include factors removed
from the school building itself, such as family and personal social adjustment. According
to Corter and Pelletier (2005), students may enter school at a significant disadvantage due
to outside sources, such as language barriers and socioeconomic hurdles. Mattingly,
Prislin, McKenzie, Rodriguez, and Kayzar (2002), citing an article by Eptein and Dauber
(1991), support the idea of outside influences on agency and success. According to them,
research has "argued that families, schools, and communities have 'overlapping spheres
of influence' on student learning and development," (p. 570). Thus the degree of a
student's agency and feelings of self worth may depend on outside influences.
Thus the research shows that drawing, particularly informal drawing characterized
by student choice of subject, is a great introductory technique for young children to
become comfortable with expression and fine motor control. This increases their ability
to hold conversations and describe and leads to the beginning of scribbling and then
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writing. Research has also shown how celebratory practices, such as "Artist of the
Week," can have a positive and motivational impact on student self-confidence. Research
also shows that utilizing the student's own art and freedom of choice increases
motivation, agency, and self-efficacy. Beyond drawing, the literature also reflects that
many techniques exist for teaching early childhood students how to write ranging from
adult support to visualization to student independence. Finally, outside influences such as
family, school, and community can have an impact on a student's learning. Depending on
the situation these outside sources may help or hinder the writing process. These
variables all need to be taken into consideration when introducing a new technique,
especially one that focuses on motivating students to independently write.
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CHAPTER III
Methodology
Immediately upon entering the classroom, both the A.M. and P.M. classes found
several sheets of blank computer paper (8.5"x 1") in the middle of each table. There
were enough pieces of paper to allow one per student at the table. Sitting in their seats,
instructions were given requesting that the students use that paper to draw anything they
wanted. They could use both sides. A brief discussion of the art terms: detail and
background was had. The word description was also discussed as to its meaning.
Following right after these discussions, students were asked to write a few words
or a sentence describing their pictures. They were permitted to use their alphabet charts in
their crayon boxes, reminded of word-stretching, told that this was not a test, and
reminded that the use of inventive spelling was how they were going to express
themselves in words.
While they were working, it was the job of the teacher to walk around and pass
out papers that needed to go home, take attendance, and briefly look at their work while
taking observational notes. The teacher would comment towards the group as a whole,
"Wow! These pictures look great! Look at those nice words! If you would like to write
some words, please feel free to start writing now in addition to these wonderful pictures!"
As much time as possible was allotted, which was usually about 10-1 5minutes, before it
was time to move on to the next activity scheduled. When it was time to draw the activity
to a close, they were asked to complete their illustrations and words, put them on the
stool near the chalkboard, and join everyone on the carpet for circle time.
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The purpose of the discussions that occurred before the activity's start were to
clarify their understanding of what types of drawings were desired - ones with detail. The
discussion with regards to the term description was so that the students would understand
that these drawings were to be the main topic of their writing; their drawings were to be
their inspiration for their writing.
As the teacher, I tried to remain as neutral a figure in the classroom as possible,
giving encouraging comments to the whole class, not singling any one individual, not
commenting on any one drawing or writing. I also tried to keep the noise level down so
as to keep the students focused. Once in a while it was mentioned, "This is quiet time so
that you can focus on your work, keep focusing."
The purpose of these methods of introducing this activity was to cut down on as
many outside variables as possible. Introducing the activity at the beginning of class
when the students first entered the classroom and put their things away also was used on
purpose. Capturing their energy and spunk as soon as they entered was desired.
This activity was conducted four times to provide a large sampling of data. It was
also conducted four times in order to accommodate any outside influences or situations
that may have risen out of my control. An example of these outside forces was absences,
assemblies, and weather closings.
Context of the Study
School and community.

The elementary school in which this project was

conducted is one of three elementary schools in the district. It consists of 575 students.
The school provides classes to students of preschool age all the way to fourth grade.
There are several resource rooms and a special needs preschool as well. According to the
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State of New Jersey Department of Education school enrollment data for this school
township (2009), the diversity of males in half-day kindergarten consisted of 82% White,
1% Black, 2% Hispanic, and 4% Asian. According to the same data, the diversity of
females in half-day kindergarten consisted of, 96% White, 0% Black, 1% Hispanic, and
1% Asian. According to SchoolTree.Org (2009), this specific school averages about 5
students receiving reduced lunch and 18 students receiving free lunch.
Classroom.

The diversity within my two classes combined consists of two

African American students, one Hispanic, two Asian, one American-Guyanan, and the
rest of Caucasian and mixed ethnicities. There are two students that have I.E.Ps in the
morning class for autism and communication problems. There were no special education
students in the afternoon class.
The classroom is a large rectangular classroom with a sink, bathroom, television,
and air-conditioning/heat. The students sit at four large tables that hold up to six students.
There is a large chalkboard that runs the length of one wall and a smaller chalkboard that
runs almost the entire length of a side wall. The walls are covered with images, work
completed by the students, popcorn words, color words, an alphabet chart, patterns, and
The Letter People (Abrams Learning Trends, 2009).
At each table there are baskets that hold scissors, books for free-time, and pencils
and post-it notes for any quick teacher-observations that need to be recorded. Each table
also has a card such as a math fact "7-2" or "3+4." When calling tables to get ready for an
activity, each table would be called by their math fact.
Participants.

This research project was conducted in two half-day

kindergarten classrooms. The classes consisted of 21 students in the A.M. and 16 students
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in the P.M which ranged from five to six year-olds. Every student had the opportunity to
be considered for this study. Of the 37 combined students from both the A.M. and P.M
Kindergarten classes, 26 provided signed Informed Consent forms and thus served as the
participants in this study. This study analyzes two specific students in addition to the
entire class. These two students are labeled as Student J from the A.M. class and Student
LL from the P.M. class. Both students exhibited a great amount of frustration physically
- crossed arms, crying, and furrowed brows when it came time for independent kid

writing activities both formal and informal.
Student J's home situation requires that she speak to a guidance counselor
approximately once a week to work out anger and frustrations. Student J lives with her
mother, sister, and mother's boyfriend on-and-off. Student LL also lives with her mother
and boyfriend but does not need counseling.
Student LL receives basic skills instruction (B.S.I.) in the classroom
approximately 4-5 times a week. This is extra instruction building on her basic skills such
as number counting, days of the week, etc. This was decided after several tests and cooperating teacher observations/analysis of her school work.
Data Sources.

The data sources were comprised of writing records, field

notes, various observations, an interview, and student work artifacts.
The data was organized and secured in the following fashion: all writing records,
field notes, and observations were contained in a notebook with labeled headings. The
interview was typed up ahead of time and completed by the interviewee at which point
the interview was stored in an accordion binder along with the signed consent forms. The
student work artifacts from each writing activity 1 - 4 were organized into four bound
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books. Each book was labeled according to the observation number and grouped
according to class, A.M. or P.M.
Instrumentation
Writing records were a source of on-going quick observations, notes taken from
reviewed student work, discussions with my cooperating teacher, and any other pertinent
information that pertained to a specific student. Information was deemed pertinent if it
was in regards to a student's learning style, interests, skills to watch, skills to build on,
and anything that was important in order to create an effective classroom learning
community.
These records were organized into the notebook for each class, A.M. and P.M. To
protect the participants each student was assigned a single letter (for the A.M.) and a
double letter (for the P.M.). Every classmate was assigned a letter. If they were not
granted permission to participate or if they were absent during an observation, their letter
and data were omitted. Letters were chosen instead of pseudonyms after considering most
students if not all are comfortable writing letters and for those who are not, alphabet
charts were readily at hand.
Field notes, also kept in this notebook, consisted of a series of observations taken
throughout the various writing activities, both formal and informal, and during regular
classroom activities. For most activities, this notebook was carried around in hand so as
to write directly in the notebook. Post-its were utilized for instances when the notebook
was not close; post-it notes were later copied into the notebook.
Dates and times of the beginning of the activity were recorded, as well as the
stopping time. Since there were four observations total, for each observation the seating
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arrangements, room atmosphere, events prior, events during and/or after, were recorded
as often as possible. Conversations between the observer and the student and student to
student were also recorded when possible.
This method was utilized during the formal writing activity where students sat in
their assigned seats and were asked to have out on their desks only a pencil, eraser, and
alphabet chart. Manila folders were passed out and set up on the desks in a way to
resemble "offices," i.e. dividers. As the observer walked around and delivered the words,
the students were required to kid-write independently, and the notebook was utilized for
observation notes.
Interview questions were created to get an idea of the cooperating teacher's
background, teaching style, writing techniques, and experiences with writing and halfday kindergartens in the past. These questions were then emailed to the cooperating
teacher who then printed them out and completed answers by hand. Both cooperating
teacher and researcher then sat down to go over each question and answer, as well as add
any additional information that may have popped up.
Each student wrote his or her assigned letter on his or her drawing paper for each
of the four writing activities. Following this, each student was instructed to draw
anything he or she wanted using both sides of paper if desired. Following those
instructions the students were asked to write a sentence describing their illustrations or a
few words. They were told they would be spelling the words on their own. This particular
activity ended after approximately ten minutes or as students began to finish. Students
were instructed to place the completed works in a designated area. After each A.M. and
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P.M. class' drawings were completed, they were gathered up, stored in a folder, and soon
after bound into a book.
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CHAPTER IV
Findings
Findings
In order to organize and analyze the collected data, a series of tables and graphs
were created. The main focus was on the information collected from the four informal
writing activities. I began by creating a table for each writing activity that incorporated
both observational notes and the student work artifacts. The table concentrated on
information placed under the headings: number of words, sentence structure, drawing,
and number of words spelled correctly. Samples of 1 st and

4 th

writing activity tables for

both the A.M. and P.M. classes are included as Appendices C, D, E, and F. These tables
then became the data sources for further analysis of changes between 1 st and 4 th writing
activities.
Number of words.

This was the total number of words written by the student

from both side 1 and side 2 of their paper. If no side is noted, then only side 1 was
utilized. A word was designated as a visible grouping of letters. A new word began when
it followed a clearly visible space, or if it was the start of their sentence.
Sentence structure.

This was a record of what the student actually wrote. Each

student's spelling was recorded in quotation marks on the table, exactly as it appeared on
the paper. A section for side 1 was kept separate from side 2. Uppercase and lowercase
letters, punctuation if there was any, and any backwards letters or numbers were noted on
this table. The adult-writing can be found within brackets on the original, first-level
analysis tables. There was no actual adult writing on the students' work; this was created
from observational notes about the work from conversation with the student and my
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understanding. When confusion arose as to what the student was trying to say, a question
mark can be seen.
Drawing.

This is where I described each student's artwork in the first-level

analysis table. Images and identifiable characters were noted. Colors were not mentioned;
texture, such as lines and shapes, were the main focus.
Number of words spelled correctly.

This lists the total number of words

(from sides 1 and 2 if applicable) spelled correctly as well as which words they were. If
no words were spelled correctly, a zero will be found; if the student did not write any
words on his or her paper, then dashes will be found indicating such.
The following two students that stood out in addition to the others were Student J
and Student LL. These two students, J and LL, were selected based on their writing
records, observations, and prior writing work. Both students exhibited intense frustration,
apprehension, and disdain for independent kid-writing activities. Student J is from the
A.M. class and Student LL from the P.M.
Writing readiness groups were assigned about midway from my entering into the
classroom as the teacher. These groups ranged from 1 to 3, with 1 being the lower
readiness group and 3 being the highest with regards to writing. Based on test scores,
observational notes, student work samples, and discussions with my cooperating teacher,
I placed the students in these three groups.

While this writing activity was occurring,

both classes were not seated according to readiness level group. They were randomly
seated at the four large tables.
Student J and Student LL, however, are the exception to this seating arrangement.
These two students were specifically placed in between students of the same readiness
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level or only one level higher. This had been done when I first began teaching and
noticed their frustration regarding writing; I hoped that seating them with individuals
around the same writing level would encourage them to write.
The findings show that 6 students attempted to write more words on the final
attempt at the writing activity as compared to the first activity in the A.M. class. Three
students attempted the same number of words, and 4 students actually decreased their
attempt in the A.M. class.
In the P.M. class, the findings show that 6 students attempted to write more words
on the final attempt at the writing activity as compared to the first activity. One student
attempted the same number of words and 5 students actually decreasedtheir attempt in
the P.M. class.
Student J increased her attempt from 2 words to 4 words on the final writing
activity as compared to the first. Student J increased her attempt at unfamiliar words from
2 to 3 on the final writing activity as compared to the first.
Student LL also increased her attempt at writing words from 1 to 3 words on the
final activity as compared to the first. Student LL also increased her attempt at unfamiliar
words from 1 to 2 on the final writing activity as compared to the first.
Upon further observation of the data, it was noted that in the A.M. class, 7
students attempted more words that were unfamiliar on the fourth and final activity as
compared to the first. Two students attempted the same amount of unfamiliar words and
3 students attempted less unfamiliar words the fourth activity as compared to the first.
However, a closer examination of the P.M. class shows that 4 students attempted
more unfamiliar words in the fourth writing activity as compared to the first, while 6
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students attempted less unfamiliar words. One student attempted the same amount of
unfamiliar words during the fourth writing activity as compared to the first.
Table 1
A.M. Class PercentageChange of Total Number of Written Words From 1st Activity to
the 4th

1st Activity

4th Activity

Percentage

Number of Words Written

Number of Words Written

Change

C

5

21

+320%

D

7

1

-86%

E

4

4

No change

F

4

5

+25%

G

3

8

+167%

H

4

4

No change

I

2

0

-100%

J

2

4

+100%

K

4

5

+25%

L

7

9

+29%

N

16

9

-56%

P

8

8

No change

S

4

3

-25%

Student
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Table 2
P.M. Class PercentageChange of Total Number of Written Words From 1 st Activity to
the 4 th

1st Activity

4 th Activity

Percentage

Number of Words Written

Number of Words Written

Change

AA

0

3

+300%

BB

6

7

+17%

CC

4

3

-25%

EE

0

4

+400%

FF

1

2

+100%

GG

7

2

-71%

II

8

4

-50%

JJ

9

4

LL

1

3

MM

16

4

NN

6

11

+83%

PP

4

4

No change

Student

-56%
+200%
-75%

(Number of Words includes a combination of both Side 1 and Side 2)
The data above describes the percentage change for each individual student from
the first activity to the fourth for the A.M. class and the P.M. class. There is a great range
in change in the A.M. class from Students C and G who increased 320% and 167%,
respectively, to Students N and D who decreased 56% and 86%, respectively. In the P.M.
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class the changes ranged from Students AA and NN, who increased 300% and 83%,
respectively, to Students MM and JJ, who decreased 75% and 56%, respectively.
Analysis
Looking at the data in Figure 1 for Student J one will notice the change in
attempted words from the very first attempt to the fourth and final attempt. Student J
attempted to kid-write 2 words during the first activity and 4 words during the fourth and
final activity. With regards to unfamiliar words, Student J attempted 2 unfamiliar words
during the first activity and 3 unfamiliar words during the fourth and final activity.
Looking at the data in Figure 2 for Student LL, she attempted 1 word during the
first activity and 3 words during the fourth and final activity. With regards to attempts at
writing unfamiliar words, Student LL attempted 1 unfamiliar word during the first
activity and two unfamiliar words during the fourth and final activity.
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Class increase.

Observational field notes indicated throughout the entire

four informal writing activities that there existed only slight hesitation on the first attempt
at this activity from both the A.M. and P.M. classes.
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It appears that looking at the A.M class as a whole regarding the total number of
attempted written words, 46% of the class attempted more words on the fourth and final
attempt as compared to the first. Thirty-one percent decreased their attempt, and 23%
stayed the same from the fourth and final attempt compared to the first. Finally, it should
be noted that several students in addition to those mentioned above showed a great
increase in total number of attempted words from the first writing activity to the fourth
and final. Notable are Students C and G of the A.M. class, whose attempts increased
320% and 167% respectively.
In the P.M. class as a whole, the data shows 50% of the class attempted more
words on the fourth and final attempt as compared to the first. Forty-one percent
decreased their attempt, and 8% stayed the same from the fourth and final attempt
compared to the first. Finally, it should be noted that several students in addition to those
mentioned above showed a great increase in total number of attempted words from the
first writing activity to the fourth and final. Notable are Students AA and NN's attempts
which increased 300% and 83% respectively.
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A.M. Class Percentage Findings of Total Number of Words Written

.....
................................................................................
50 % ......
40%

a

30%
20%
10%

----

Attempted More Words Attempted Less Words
* Percentage

Attempted the same
amount of words

is calculated comparing fourth and final attempt to first
attempt.

Figure 3.A.M. class percentage findings of total number of words written.

P.M. Class Percentage Findings of Total Number of Words Written
50%
"

40%30%
20%

A

0%
Attempted More Words Attempted Less Words

Attempted the same
amount of words

*Percentage is calculated comparing fourth and final attempt to first
attempt.

Figure 4. P.M. class percentage findings of total number of words written.
The cause of the increases may have resulted from the freedom of choice - the
topics for drawing were of the students' own choosing, something they were interested in
and felt excited about sharing. This increase may have also been influenced by the
lessened pressure with the informalness of no "offices." The final attempt was the fourth
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attempt at this activity, and students were well aware of the directions and freedom of
choice, and thus comfort may have caused the increase.
The increases may have also been influenced by the attitudes of surrounding
peers who were also highly engaged and appeared to have smiling faces and be happy
while performing this activity. The impact of surrounding peers was amplified when they
often raised their hands to share their illustrations and words with either myself or their
peers. The increase in attempt could have also been to get my attention as some of the
other students eagerly waved their hands to share with me. I gave all students and the
entire class the same reactions upon viewing their papers, "Wow! That is wonderful!"
Class decrease.

There was also a notable decrease amongst some students

in attempted words in both the A.M. and P.M. classes from the first writing activity to the
fourth and final (Figure 3). Notably are Student N and D of the A.M. class whose
attempts decreased 56% and 86%, respectively. In the P.M. class, Students MM and JJ's
attempts decreased 75% and 56%, respectively.
The decrease in attempted words may have been the result of a variety of
situations occurring in the room such as breaking for the Pledge of Allegiance, practice
for the kindergarten May Pole show which occurred during the first observation, or the
presence of a substitute which occurred during the fourth attempt. Different situations can
affect individuals in different ways and may have had an effect during this study. Another
reason for the decrease may have been lack of student interest in the idea of drawing and
writing or picking a topic out of thin air or even discomfort with drawing. Students may
have had an intense interest in what they had been writing or drawing and lack of time to
complete it. Occurrences at home, including events that happen before or are going to
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happen after school, could also have had an effect. Finally, attempting unfamiliar or
"harder" words may have also had an impact on the decrease.
Unfamiliarwords.

Considering that the attempt at unfamiliar words

might have had an effect on each class' overall attempt at writing words, the data was
calculated for percentage of attempt at unfamiliar words. It appears that looking at the
A.M class as a whole, the data is showing 54% of the class attempted more unfamiliar
words on the fourth and final attempt compared to the first. Thirty-one percent decreased
their attempt and 15% stayed the same from the first attempt compared to the fourth and
final attempt.
Thus according to the data more students in the A.M. class attempted more words
that were unfamiliar on the fourth attempt as compared to the first. This could account for
those students that decreased their number of written words because the words they were
attempting were more difficult.
A.M.Class Percentage Findings of Unfamiliar Words Written
--

50%

-

40%
23
0%

I....

... .......
..........

.....

10% 20%
-

Increased Number of NonPopcorn Words

Decreased Number of Non- Attempted Same Of Number
Popcorn Words
of Non-Popcorn Words

Figure5. A.M. class percentage findings of unfamiliar words written.
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In the P.M. class as a whole, the data shows 42% of the class attempted more
words on the first attempt compared to the fourth and final. Fifty percent decreased their
attempt and 8% stayed the same from the first attempt compared to the fourth and final.
However, the P.M. data shows that more students remained with words they were more
familiar with on the fourth and final attempt. Thus, perhaps this might account for some
students who decreased their attempt at writing.

P.M. Class Percentage Findings of Unfamiliar Words Written
50% -.

0%

Increased Attempted
Non-Popcorn Words

Decreased Attempted
Non-Popcorn Words

Attempted Same
Number of NonPopcorn Words

Figure 6. P.M. class percentage findings of unfamiliar words written.
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Table 3
A.M. Class PercentageChange of Total Number of Unfamiliar Written Words From 1st
Activity to the 4 th
1st Activity

4 th Activity

Percentage

Number of Words Written

Number of Words Written

Change

C

3

9

+200%

D

5

1

-80%

E

2

2

No change

F

1

2

+100%

G

1

3

+200%

H

3

3

No change

I

1

0

-100%

J

2

3

+50%

K

2

3

+50%

L

7

9

+29%

N

6

9

+50%

P

4

3

-25%

S

2

1

-50%

Student

(Number of Words includes a combination of both Side 1 and Side 2)
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Table 4
P.M. Class PercentageChange of Total Number of Unfamiliar Written Words From 1 st
Activity to the

4 th

1st

Activity

4 th

Activity

Percentage

Student
Number of Words Written

Number of Words Written

Change

AA

0

2

+200%

BB

3

4

+33%

CC

2

1

-50%

EE

0

2

+200%

FF

1

2

+100%

GG

7

1

-86%

II

3

2

-33%

JJ

5

2

LL

1

2

MM

5

2

NN

4

4

No change

PP

2

1

-50%

-60%
+100%
-60%

(Number of Words includes a combination of both Side 1 and Side 2)
The data above describes the percentage change for each individual student from
the first activity to the fourth for each the A.M. class and the P.M. class with regards to
writing unfamiliar words. There is a great range in change for each class from Students C
and G who increased 200% and 200% respectively in the A.M. class to Student D and I
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whose attempts decreased 80% and 100% respectively. In the P.M. class the range went
from Students AA and EE whose attempts increased 200% and 200% respectively to
Students GG and JJ whose attempts decreased 86% and 60% respectively.
Student J.

A.M. Student J, as one will notice in the writing records, has

had difficulty with inventive spelling, kid-writing, word stretching, and self-efficacy with
regards to informal and formal independent writing. This has been going on since his
introduction to these methods of writing, which, according to the cooperating teacher,
started around late October to early November.
Student J in the past would stare at her paper when she came to a word she was
unsure of how to write. Unwilling to lift up her fingers to help sound a word out or utilize
her alphabet chart, she would appear frustrated. She would not ask for help, refuse
assistance when offered by the teacher to help stretch and sound a word out together or
identify what letter that sound might correspond with on her alphabet chart, tear-up, or
simply remain quiet with eyes focused on the table. The importance of attempting to
write was stressed to her. It was explained to her to only write down the sounds she hears
that "just trying" would be fantastic. Eventually, she was encouraged to just hold up her
fingers and begin to sound out the word independently or point to a letter on her alphabet
chart when assisted with sounding out with her teacher.
Observational notes indicated that during all four informal writing activities
Student J could be seen whispering to her peer to her left, "Look at my picture Student I."
During the fourth attempted writing activity, she called to me this time and said, "Look,
look, Miss Bamnes," and pointing to her sentence said, '"I wot aHnD.'"
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Student J has shown a 100% increase in the number of attempted words from the
first activity to the fourth. During the first activity although the two attempted words
were non-popcorn words, they were very familiar words. However, during the fourth
writing activity, Student J attempted three unfamiliar words and non-names.
Student LL.

Student LL from the P.M. class was also a concern for this

study since according to her writing records she was noted as physically demonstrating
frustration during independent formal writing activities that involved offices. She was
also noted to demonstrate some frustration during informal independent writing activities.
Student LL would frown, cross arms, and even cry loudly as was noted during the formal
writing activity conducted during this study. Student LL began to show these signs and
within an instant began to cry loudly. When asked what was wrong, she explained, "I, I, I
don't know how to spell that."
Student LL had been requested by the cooperating teacher to receive basic skills
instruction. This help was requested early in the fall to assist her with her basic skills
such as letter-sound recognition, addition, subtraction, and color word recognition.
Student LL did express some concern during the first writing activity where she
began, "But I don't know how to write that." She was also told that she could write
anything she wanted and that writing words alone was encouraged. It was reiterated to
her that she only needed to write the sounds she heard and that she was more than
welcome to use her alphabet chart. It was emphasized to this student and the entire class
that this activity was "for fun," and Student CC exclaimed that, "Yeah, it's not a test."
Student LL showed a 200% increase in her attempted words from the first writing
activity to the fourth. Her first word attempt was illegible; however, by the fourth
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attempt, three words were attempted, one of which was legible as the word "A."
Although there is some room for question due to the illegible writing, I believe that
Student LL attempted to write one non-popcorn word during the first activity and two
during the fourth attempt.
This informal writing activity appeared to have helped both Student J and Student
LL with their attempts at kid-writing words independently. The increase in word attempt
was noted in the total number of words attempted. An increase was also noted in their
attempt at unfamiliar words or non-popcorn words.
Some students really adapted positively to this writing activity. Their writing
increased from activity to activity, their attempt at unfamiliar words increased, and even
punctuation can be seen in some samples. These changes were without teacher assistance
and merely because of a connection they made to the activity and an inspiration that
resulted. There are outside forces that may have also had an impact such as seeing their
table peers focused and writing, or perhaps a desire to show something to others.
However, this activity did not have positive results for all students. About half of
the class did not show positive results and either remained the same in their attempt at
writing or decreased. This activity may have made no connection to them causing this
decrease, writing may not be a joyful activity, or outside forces could have impacted the
student.
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CHAPTER V
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations
Summary
After many observations, readings of writing record notes, student work, and
communication with the cooperating teacher, a problem was noticed in the classroom
community. When it came to writing independently, if students were required to kidwrite words without the assistance of an adult, several students expressed anxiety,
frustration, even tears. These noticeable outbursts were documented during both formal
writing activities with offices and informal writing activities. Of all the students, both
Student J from the A.M. and Student LL from the P.M. class were very adamant about
their dislike for writing, and their respective struggles stood out from the others. I
believed that if an informal activity could be created, utilizing a less stressful atmosphere
from the beginning, this activity would inspire both classes and Students J and LL to take
more risks with attempting to write, as well as increase their self-efficacy with regards to
writing.
An activity was created where students drew anything they wanted and wrote
words to describe their pictures. The students were allowed to use their alphabet charts,
encouraged to write the sounds they heard, and asked to kid-write. This activity was
attempted four times and at the same time each day, with occasional interruptions.
Observations were made while students were working, which included conversations
with students, conversations between students, questions, and physical gestures. Writing
records were noted and also included in the field notebook. An interview was conducted
with the cooperating teacher to discuss previous writing instructions, solutions to
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problems, and other teaching methods. Prior student work was examined to determine
student progress throughout the year to that point.
Overall, Student J increased her written words from 2 to 4 from the first activity
to the fourth and final activity. Student J increased her unfamiliar written words at the
same time from 2 to 3. Student LL increased her written words from 1 to 3 from the first
activity to the fourth and final activity. Student LL increased her unfamiliar written words
at the same time from 1 to 2. Meanwhile 6 students in the A.M. class increased their
number of written words from the first activity to the fourth and final. Seven students in
the A.M. class either stayed the same or decreased their number of attempted words. At
the same time 7 students attempted to write more unfamiliar words and 6 attempted less
unfamiliar words in the A.M. class. For the P.M. class 6 students increased their number
of written words from the first activity to the fourth and final activity. Six students in the
P.M. class also either stayed the same or decreased their number of attempted words. At
the same time 5 students attempted to write more unfamiliar words and 7 attempted less
unfamiliar words in the P.M. class.
Conclusions
After reviewing the findings and analysis of this study, it is noted that
approximately half the students increased their attempts at kid-writing independently.
Thus this activity appears to have worked and encouraged some students. However, it
also appears from decreased words that some students were discouraged in their kidwriting attempts. The decreases may have been the result of attempting more unfamiliar
words, interest, or even outside forces.
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It is clear that several students increased their writing during these activities, but it
is difficult to conclude that the activities alone were responsible for the increase. More
research interviewing and studying individual students and their work and progress
would be needed to conclude the overall impact this study and activities had on each
student independently.
Two students, Student J from the A.M. and Student LL from the P.M. classes,
appear to have had experienced a positive effect from these activities. Both students
increased their attempts at writing words independently. Looking at the field
observations, neither student expressed any frustration physically; no tears flowed; no
arms were crossed; I saw no furrowed brows; nor were any verbal complaints noted. For
Student J, there was no instance where she appeared to "shut down" and stare at her
paper, refusing to complete the activity, or refusing to talk to the teacher. Student LL also
did not show any tears or any crossed arms as she had in the past. Student J and Student
LL also increased their attempts at unfamiliar words. I believe that more data and
research needs to be conducted to get a better conclusion on the effect of this project on
the students.
Data from this research project suggests that informal writing activities can have a
positive effect on some students. Data also suggest that drawing inspired activities might
similarly help other struggling emerging writers. Although it is not a panacea for all, it is
worth including as a part of a comprehensive literacy development curriculum for very
young writers.
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Recommendations
This activity presents an opportunity for replication in other classrooms. It would
be recommended to those in a kindergarten classroom to start it at the beginning of the
year. Words and writing may be encouraged at that point, or one may hold off until actual
letters and their corresponding sounds are taught. At that point, one might also help spell
a word for the student if the student inquires. This activity would best be used
approximately 3 times a week, and the other two days could be switched with another
opening activity so as not to discourage by boring students with this activity.
For upper elementary grades this activity could build upon sentence structure and
creative writing. Perhaps a poem could be asked of students in order to describe a picture,
or something could be on display in the classroom as an inspirational point. It is
important to remember the importance of relating to the student and choosing topics of
inspiration as the means of introducing the students to the topic, always keeping
classroom culture in mind.
It should also be noted that some other options should be offered for those
learners that are not inspired by this activity, those that are not interested in drawing, and
those students who struggle with starting with a blank page. Creating other options as
well as this activity would reach more learners.
While performing this research it was noted that this activity also exhibited itself
as a good classroom management technique. When the kindergarten students would enter
the classroom, it was often chaotic with students posing questions, students wanting to
share a toy or story with other students, and students coming in with problems related to
another student pulling their hair or cutting in line. While this was going on, it was the
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teacher's job to have all the students in their assigned seats with backpacks and coats
away, folders out, notes collected, papers distributed, attendance taken, milks in the
refrigerator, and voices quieted in the ten minutes prior to the airing of morning
announcements and the Pledge of Allegiance.
Questions for the teacher, excitement about the day's activities, and socialization
between students is absolutely encouraged and considered a wonderful characteristic of
this classroom community. Included in that is talking to students and solving any
problems that may have brought into the classroom with them. However, it is also the
teacher's responsibility to calm voices and remind gently that the school day has begun
and it's time to follow the guidelines and procedures of the community.
Having these blank pieces of paper readily available at their seats, or perhaps in a
space easily accessible by the students, helped organize and gain control of the
community. Voices were quiet as they were focused and working on something that they
had freedom to create. These quiet voices in turn allowed the teacher to really work out
any problems that may have arisen prior to school. This situation also allowed each
student an equal opportunity to share something with the class if he or she wanted to do
so because students were not talking all at once. This situation garnered respect for
everyone. While students were seated, even notes were easily distributed and collected
and attendance was taken.
Overall, this project has some possibilities for increasing the self efficacy with
regards to writing for some students. Although it's not to be recommended as a cure-all
for an entire class, this combined with other ideas and activities will have a positive effect
on some.
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APPENDIX A
Popcorn Words

2008-2009 Popcorn Words (PSW)
a

and

at

I

in

is

name

today

my

not

on

we

the

to

was

you

had

it

like

see

an

am
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APPENDIX C
A.M. Class - Observation of Writing Activity #1

A.M. Class - Observation of Writing Activity #1
Student
Letter

Side

# of
Words

Sentence Structure

Drawing

Number of words
spelled correctly

C

1

1

One word in a text bubble, "spris"
One word in at[s bubble, "spris"

A sun popping up saying surprise

1: the

Two animals with smiley faces

1: is

2

4

D

7

E

4

F

1

4

2

0

G

3

H

4

"The anmls ar hpey"
[The animals arehappy]
No punctuation
"De eoBoe is Buvsrs wiF paise"
[?]
No punctuation
"I bet a wii."
[I bought a Wii]
Punctuation- period.
"I see a kal"
[I see a carnival]
No punctuation
None
"it is spethl"
[It is special]
No punctuation
"t4 [his
isis rnns"
[This is Mist Barnes]3mouth
No punctuation

A Bakugon.

J

2

0

None

1

2

"Emma"
"Trey"
No punctuation

K

4

L

7

N
N

16
16

P

8

S

4

A jumping house,' ride

3: I,see, a

A rainbow and a sun

2:it,
is

A picture of my face and hair and eyes and

3: this, is, miss

Long rectangle with shapes in side; two
people with smiley faces; One has longer
hair than the other; Each are holding small
squares.

1:

Large house;
airplane outside; 4
persons/animals in house; 4 floors; 1bed;
every person/animal has a smiley face
Square with a small square inside. A sun on
the outside. A series of small rectangles
connected together. Two people with smiley
faces and labeled with names. One has
longer hair than the other.
House with 7 windows and a door; Airplane
with 16windows; grass

None

2

3: I,a, Wii

Heart drawings; triangles

"Ikace"
care]
No punctuation
No punctuation

I[I

Detailed picture ofa Wii and its controllers

"Tis is a Hat"
[This is a heart]
No punctuation
Labeled things:
"APan" [airplane]
"Drw" [door]
"Fdw" [flower]
"eit" [ant]
"Lac" [lake]
"Pre" [?]
"Pott" [pilot'? Parachute'?]
No punctuation
"Seed ard Bar dep dep dep throw Th e soyl
thay slip slip slip yallow sun"
[Seeds are buried deep, deep, deep. In the
soil they sleep, sleep, sleep.]
No punctuation
Yes, "I am havin fon uith ym foraos"
[I am having fun with my friends]
No punctuation
"I am Hfen fen"
[I am having fun]
No punctuation
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2: Emma, Trey

Large red heart

2: is, a

An airplane, person jumping out of another
plane, a flower, tree with a cave, ant, lake,
and unknown drawing

0

3 seeds; 3 sprouting plants; one plant is a
flower.

2: seed, sun

Yes, two people with smiley faces

2: I,am

A ferris wheel

2: I,am

APPENDIX D
A.M. Class - Observation of Writing Activity #4

A.M. Class - Observation of Writing Activity #4
Student
Letter

C

Side

# of
Words

1

21

2

0

Sentence Structure

Drawing

"tis fingr is happy tis fingr is singi tis fingr
bot a dog tis fingr is scard the hand is evil."
[This finger is happy. This finger is
singing. This finger bought a dog. This
finger is scared. The hand is evil."
Punctuation- I period at the end
None

I hand; 2 eyes and a wavy mouth on the
hand near the palm; a dog-like face on the
thumb; a smile on the pointer-finger; two
eyes and a circle mouth on the middle
finger; a mile on the ring finger; two eyes
and lips on the pinky finger
Various shapes
I Bakugon as noted fom field
observational notes as told by student

Number of words
spelled correctly

10: is, happy, is, a, dog,
is, the, hand, is, evil

D

1

"O G"
[0 G's]
No punctuation

E

4

"Tis is a Thrgsaumnhat."
[This is a ... hat]
Punctuation - 1period at the end

1

5

"I see a Hot aHrBot"
[I see a hot-air balloon]
No punctuation

I large face with eyes, nose, and mouth and
some sort ofhat on; 2 American flags with
7 stripes and 2 large squares with dots and
2 poles
1 sun; I balloon; I heart; I circle; 1
building-structure with 5 windows and a
door

2

0

None

Various lines and shapes

8

"I Love. It Be cos It Is sPethl"
[I love it because it is special]
Punctuation- 1period in the middle.

1 rainbow; 4 butterflies; 2 flowers

0

None

3 clouds; 3 flowers

4

"Tiss is miss Brnns."
[This is iss Barnes]
Punctuation- 1period at the end

2 people with smiles and long hair, wearing
dresses; 1sun

2: is, miss

0

None

1animal(?) with a smile

--

F

G

H
I

1
25

2 0

2: is, a

4: I, see, a, hot

5: I, love, it, it, is

cars; 3-car train('?); 1 building; various
lines; 1 possible person's face with a smile

None
"sun"
[sun]
"I wot aHnD."
[I'? ahand]

I sun; 1hand; a line under the sentence

3: I, a, sun

1 large American flag; 1 sun

3: the, flag, is

Puncutation- 1 period at the end of "I wot
aHnD."

K

5

"the flag is vare inportin."
[The flag is very important]
Punctuation- 1period at the end
Labeled
"Sonw" [sun]
"rBow" [rainbow]
"v." [T.V.]
[lake]

I large sun; I television; 1 lake; I possible
tree or building with 4 windows and a cave;
1 unknown; I possible cake with 5 tiers; 3T.V.
lit candles; 1 rainbow

"Lag"

"matceq"
[?]
"cag" [cake]
"cag" [cake]
"BDPe" [birthday?]

TV.

N

9

"rabow fishu had Soney Scals but hey didt
Sharthen."
[Rainbow fish had so many('?) scales but he
didn't share them]
Punctuation- 1 period at the end

P

1

"I am Hay in fonon a BoD rfiow"
[I am having fun on a butterfly(?)]
No punctuation

What appears to be a sky and ground

3: I, am, a

"Ia[I Nal r"

2 clouds; 1 heart; I tree with apples; 1

1: I

No punctuation

rainow
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1 wave

2: had, but

APPENDIX E
P.M. Class - Observation of Writing Activity #1

P.M. Class - Observation of Writing Activity #1
Student
Letter

# of
Words

Sentence Structure

Drawing

AA

0

None

cloud;
sun;with
2 flowers;
Large house;
chimney
smoke I

BB

6

CC

4

EE

Side

Number of words
spelled correctly

1

0

"I have a truk my cor"
[I have a truck my ?]
No punctuation
"Vi is a Limo"
[This is a Limo(?)]
No punctuation
None

2

0

None

Her name; the number 6

--

1

"wuf."
[woof]
Punctuation -period

I sun; 2 clouds; 1 house with 2 windows and
a door; 1 dog with a line leading to the word
"wuf."

0

"?oH IDrssyM eHunG My"

"A tractor machine" as told and recorded in

FF

4: I,have, a, my

Various shapes

0

Large rainbow; 12 circles aboverainbow

observational notes

No puntuation

GG

3 clouds, 1sun, I person, shapes

1:sad

No punctuation

II

J

1

8

2

0

None
"I Plad weth my mom and Daddy and Abby"

I flower

1

9

4 people jumping rope; 1 flower; 5 clouds; 1
sun; all people have smiley faces

2

0

[I played with my mom and daddy and
Abby.]
No punctuation
None
iTZLIm
No punctuation

3 large rectangles on topof each other with
lines on left and right side
Triangle

16

None
"tis Is my Bak ord in the Bak ord ter is the
ron and the fars."
[This is my backyard. In the backyard there
is the rain and the flowers]
Punctuation -period at the end of
everything.

1

6

2

2

MM

PP

Unknown; his name is written on dotted

2

LL
1

NN

"sadDrain
[sad rain'?]
No punctuation

2

1

2

0

lines he created

"they is me
NoSwitm
punctuation
I like to swim"
[This is me swimming. I like to swim]

7: I,my, mom, daddy,
and, and, Abby

A rainbow; 1 sun; 3 clouds
0

3 clouds; I sun; raindrops; 5 flowers; seeds;
grass.

8: is, my, in, the, is, the,
and, the

"Wut a sunndqiq at the beeteh"
[What a sunny day at the beach]
No punctuation

Sun; shells; blanket

2:at, the

0

None

Some lines

3

"The WM TKeh"
[The WM truck]
No punctuation

Various shapes

1

"I?s"
[?]
No punctuation

I sun; various shapes and a person
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1: the

APPENDIX F
P.M. Class - Observation of Writing Activity #4

P.M. Class - Observation of Writing Activity #4
Student
Letter

Sid
e

AA

# of
Words
3

BB

1

5
2

CC

2

3

EE

1

3

2

1

4: I, have, a, the
I sun; water
1 house with 1 window; I dark sky with
7 circles of different sizes

1: it
1 sun; raindrops

1 sun; I animal which appears to be a

0

None

1

4

"I Plad art sid."
[I played outside]
Punctuation- 1 period at the end

2

0

1 large carrot; I person with a smile and
long hair which appears to be a girl, dress
I sun; 1 person which appears to be a
girl; jumping rope, with long hair, dress,
and smile; 1building with 2 windows
and a door
I person with a smile and long hair that
appears to be a girl, dress; I easel with a

2

2

0

1

4

1: it

1large rainbow; 1 sun

or 'woof;' 12 rectangles connected
together

2
JJ

2: is, a

dog because it is next to the words "wfe"

1

Number of words
spelled correctly

Various shapes

"wfe"
[woof]
No punctuation
"the invejin"
[The invention]
No punctuation
None
"they is a ciresiiy"
[They is a ?]
No punctuation

2

II

Drawing
1 large rainbow; I sun

[My ?]

FF

GG

Sentence Structure
"Theis a riendow"
[This is a rainbow]
No punctuation
"I have a mostr trok"
[I have a monster truck]
No punctuation
"The be"
[The beach]., No punctuation
"it I brK"
[It is dark'?]
No punctuation
"Itiza roinb ow"
[It's a rainbow]
No punctuation
"Ran"
[rain]
No punctuation
"my brt"

1: my

Various shapes
1: the
I oval-like shape
Various lines
2: is, a

None

1: I

painting of 2 flowers

LL

MM

NN

3

"A gnooin omo."
[A ? ?]
Punctuation- I period at the end
"tes is a Krdin."
[This is a garden]
Punctuation- I period at the end

1

4

2

0

None

7

"a nudi ran bou in the seil"
[A ? ]

4

4 letters: "S, f, r, P"
Labled:
"S" [soil]

1

I sun; I animal; several lines
l: a
4 clouds; 1 sun; raindrops; 6 flowers with
stems; 6 seeds

I

2: is, a

1 house; I rectangle
large rainbow; 1 sun

1: the

No punctuation

2

I large carrot with roots, stem, soil

"r" [roots]

"P" [plant]
"f"

PP

1

0

2

4

[fiuit?]

None
"The Wm" "The wm"
[The WM]
No punctuation

Various shapes
Various shapes and lines
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1: the

S

6

